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Overview of sessionOverview of session
 Apology: 3 presenters (and more importantly 3 Apology: 3 presenters (and more importantly 3 

viewpoints) morphed into one!viewpoints) morphed into one!
 What is Art of Doctoring?What is Art of Doctoring?
 Why we started Why we started AoDAoD
 What our goals areWhat our goals are
 Overview of the courseOverview of the course
 An experiential exerciseAn experiential exercise
 Evaluation data and our interpretationEvaluation data and our interpretation
 Future directionsFuture directions
 Applications to your learning environmentsApplications to your learning environments

 Concepts and attitudesConcepts and attitudes
 Specific applicationsSpecific applications



What is Art of Doctoring? (What is Art of Doctoring? (AoDAoD))
 44thth yr electiveyr elective
 2 wks credit 2 wks credit 

 16 2 hour sessions over 6 mo period16 2 hour sessions over 6 mo period
 One halfOne half--day weekend sessionday weekend session
 Written assignments and final projectWritten assignments and final project

 Approved by Curriculum & Educational Policy committeeApproved by Curriculum & Educational Policy committee
 Enrolls between Enrolls between ¼¼ and 1/3 of graduating class (25and 1/3 of graduating class (25--

35/100 students)35/100 students)
 Developed by psychologist, general internist, and Developed by psychologist, general internist, and 

hospitalisthospitalist
 No additional support from Medical Education or School No additional support from Medical Education or School 

of Medicineof Medicine
 Students must negotiate time to attend sessions with Students must negotiate time to attend sessions with 

supervising residentssupervising residents



HistoryHistory
 My colleagues and I repeatedly observed My colleagues and I repeatedly observed 

frustration, burnfrustration, burn--out, cynicism in 3out, cynicism in 3rdrd yr msyr ms
 Hypocrisy of injunctions to Hypocrisy of injunctions to ““hold onto valueshold onto values””
 Awareness that cultivating relationship takes Awareness that cultivating relationship takes 

skills of reflection, intention, centering, empathy, skills of reflection, intention, centering, empathy, 
appreciation of otherappreciation of other

 RelationshipRelationship--centered medicine also takes centered medicine also takes 
practicepractice

 Ethical obligation to create a learning Ethical obligation to create a learning 
environment that provided opportunity to explore environment that provided opportunity to explore 
relationshiprelationship--centered aspects of clinical practicecentered aspects of clinical practice



Goals and Objectives Goals and Objectives 
in Designing in Designing AoDAoD

 Make a connection between a theoretical model Make a connection between a theoretical model 
(Relationship(Relationship--Centered Medicine) and daily practiceCentered Medicine) and daily practice

 Help medical students understand the usefulness of Help medical students understand the usefulness of 
reflection and imaginative perspective inreflection and imaginative perspective in
 cultivating selfcultivating self--awarenessawareness
 enhancing compassion and empathy for patients, patientsenhancing compassion and empathy for patients, patients’’ family family 

members, peers, members, peers, attendingsattendings, residents, nurses, medical team, residents, nurses, medical team
 Help medical students develop specific skills for Help medical students develop specific skills for 

empowering themselves as learners and as studentempowering themselves as learners and as student--
physiciansphysicians
 Be able to identify and assimilate relationshipBe able to identify and assimilate relationship--centered attitudes centered attitudes 

and behaviors modeled by othersand behaviors modeled by others
 Know how to use reKnow how to use re--centering techniques and compassionate centering techniques and compassionate 

curiosity in difficult and stressful situationscuriosity in difficult and stressful situations
 Be comfortable recognizing and working with relational Be comfortable recognizing and working with relational ““patternspatterns””



Principles of RelationshipPrinciples of Relationship--
Centered CareCentered Care

Mary Beach, Thomas Inui, RelationshipMary Beach, Thomas Inui, Relationship--Centered Care Centered Care 
Research NetworkResearch Network

 Context:Context:
 Genuine relationships in healthcare are morally valuableGenuine relationships in healthcare are morally valuable

 Relationships depend onRelationships depend on
 SelfSelf--awareness and selfawareness and self--knowledgeknowledge
 Other awareness (empathy, understanding of the other)Other awareness (empathy, understanding of the other)

 Personhood of both patient and doctor, as well as Personhood of both patient and doctor, as well as 
their roles, is always implicated in relationshiptheir roles, is always implicated in relationship
 Patient is a human being, not a scientific object or passive Patient is a human being, not a scientific object or passive 

recipient of carerecipient of care
 Physician is also a human being, not merely an active Physician is also a human being, not merely an active 

instrumentinstrument
 Both physician and patient can suffer or benefit as a result Both physician and patient can suffer or benefit as a result 

of their encounterof their encounter



Principles of RCCPrinciples of RCC
 Engagement and connection are cornerstones of Engagement and connection are cornerstones of 

relationshiprelationship
 Detachment and neutrality do not further relationshipDetachment and neutrality do not further relationship

 Communication is more than vertical information Communication is more than vertical information 
transmissiontransmission
 Communication and its influences are bidirectional and Communication and its influences are bidirectional and 

reciprocalreciprocal
 Medical encounter is not completely predictable or Medical encounter is not completely predictable or 

controllablecontrollable
 Patterns of meaning and relation are constructed momentPatterns of meaning and relation are constructed moment--byby--

momentmoment
 Without awareness and ability to recognize and work with Without awareness and ability to recognize and work with 

patterns, they can rigidify in dysfunctional wayspatterns, they can rigidify in dysfunctional ways
 PatientPatient--doctor relationships occur within a complex web doctor relationships occur within a complex web 

 Societal, institutional, cultural, and familial relationshipsSocietal, institutional, cultural, and familial relationships



RCC and Narrative MedicineRCC and Narrative Medicine
(Rita Charon)(Rita Charon)

 RCC is intimately connected to NMRCC is intimately connected to NM
 Relationships depend on storytellingRelationships depend on storytelling
 Creating and sharing stories is how we Creating and sharing stories is how we 

connect with othersconnect with others
 Listening to stories is how we Listening to stories is how we 

communicate concern, caring, and respect communicate concern, caring, and respect 
for othersfor others

 Sharing stories (Sharing stories (““clinical anecdotesclinical anecdotes””) is the ) is the 
backbone of backbone of AoDAoD



Process DiagramProcess Diagram
Phase 1Phase 1Phase 1 Phase 2Phase 2Phase 2 Phase 3Phase 3Phase 3

Introspection/Introspection/
ReflectionReflection

•• Exploring our core personExploring our core person
•• As individualsAs individuals
•• As healersAs healers

•• Exploring the otherExploring the other
•• As individualsAs individuals
•• As participants in As participants in 

larger social systems larger social systems 

Interrogation/Interrogation/
ApplicationApplication
•• Reframing self/otherReframing self/other
•• Cognizant of largerCognizant of larger

systemssystems
•• Working with patterns,Working with patterns,

assumptionsassumptions
-- SituationallySituationally
-- InterpersonallyInterpersonally

Retrospection/Retrospection/
AnticipationAnticipation
•• Looking back andLooking back and

looking forwardlooking forward
•• AppreciatingAppreciating

relationships personallyrelationships personally
and morallyand morally

•• Intention/preparationIntention/preparation
for future relationshipsfor future relationships



MethodsMethods
 MiniMini--lectures, small group discussions, student/faculty role lectures, small group discussions, student/faculty role 

playing and faculty role modelingplaying and faculty role modeling
 SelfSelf--reflective techniquesreflective techniques
 Mindfulness, centeredness, and full presence with patientsMindfulness, centeredness, and full presence with patients
 Achieving emotional equilibrium: tenderness and steadinessAchieving emotional equilibrium: tenderness and steadiness
 Maintain attitudes of thankfulness, gratitude, and selfMaintain attitudes of thankfulness, gratitude, and self-- and otherand other--forgivenessforgiveness

 Written assignmentsWritten assignments
 Observational, selfObservational, self--assessment, selfassessment, self--awareness, etcawareness, etc

 ProblemProblem--solving in a casesolving in a case--based formatbased format
 How to work most compassionately and effectively in situations iHow to work most compassionately and effectively in situations involving nvolving 

time constraints, language barriers, and time constraints, language barriers, and ““difficultdifficult”” or or ““demandingdemanding””
attendingsattendings, residents, or patients , residents, or patients 

 Readings by medical student and physicianReadings by medical student and physician--authorsauthors
 Exploring their own efforts to cultivate and maintain compassionExploring their own efforts to cultivate and maintain compassion

and empathyand empathy
 Personal projectPersonal project

 Either an Either an ““N=1N=1”” selfself--change study or change study or 
 A humanities/artsA humanities/arts--based reflectionbased reflection
 Purpose: to improve caring attitudes and behaviors in the clinicPurpose: to improve caring attitudes and behaviors in the clinical settingal setting



Writing AssignmentsWriting Assignments
 MeyerMeyer--Briggs type personal assessmentBriggs type personal assessment
 Personal experience with loss and griefPersonal experience with loss and grief
 Compassion burnCompassion burn--out scalesout scales

 current selfcurrent self--carecare
 plans for addressing problemsplans for addressing problems

 Cultivating positive emotions and attitudesCultivating positive emotions and attitudes
 Kindness, patience, empathy, compassionKindness, patience, empathy, compassion
 Altruism, serviceAltruism, service

 Critical incident report/creative representation of Critical incident report/creative representation of 
difficult encounter and possible alternativesdifficult encounter and possible alternatives
 Resident/attending/nurseResident/attending/nurse
 Patient/family Patient/family 



Special Session Special Session –– HealerHealer’’s Arts Art
 HealerHealer’’s Art  (s Art  (Rachel Naomi Rachel Naomi RemenRemen))

•• HalfHalf--day experience day experience 
•• developed by Rachel Naomi developed by Rachel Naomi RemenRemen, M.D., M.D.
•• to teach physician selfto teach physician self--awareness and humanistic awareness and humanistic 

ideals. ideals. 
 Seed TalksSeed Talks

•• Finding meaning in medicineFinding meaning in medicine
•• Medicine as serviceMedicine as service

 Sharing meaning objectSharing meaning object
 Writing/sharing personal Hippocratic OathWriting/sharing personal Hippocratic Oath



GradingGrading
 HONORS/PASS/FAIL CRITERIAHONORS/PASS/FAIL CRITERIA

•• Attendance 70% Attendance 70% 
 16 regular sessions @ 4.375 points per session = 16 regular sessions @ 4.375 points per session = 70 POINTS70 POINTS

•• Individual assignments 15%Individual assignments 15%
 3 essays @ 5 points per essay = 3 essays @ 5 points per essay = 15 POINTS15 POINTS

•• Final project 15% Final project 15% -- MandatoryMandatory
 15 POINTS15 POINTS [includes class presentation][includes class presentation]

•• Extra creditExtra credit
 Barbecue at Dr. Barbecue at Dr. RobitshekRobitshek’’ss house = house = 3 POINTS3 POINTS
 Outside activity:  Attendance (including a paragraph writeOutside activity:  Attendance (including a paragraph write--up) at up) at 

an event of individual studentan event of individual student’’s choosing (prior approval of s choosing (prior approval of 
instructor suggested) that you think contributes toward your instructor suggested) that you think contributes toward your 
being a better, more humane, and compassionate physician = being a better, more humane, and compassionate physician = 3 3 
POINTSPOINTS

 Participation in HealerParticipation in Healer’’s Art session = s Art session = 6 POINTS6 POINTS
 Honors: 90+ POINTSHonors: 90+ POINTS
 Pass: Pass: 7070--89 POINTS89 POINTS



Introspection/Reflection:Introspection/Reflection:
Self and OtherSelf and Other

 SESSION 1:SESSION 1: INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
 Overview of the courseOverview of the course
 Housekeeping; faculty goals; student goalsHousekeeping; faculty goals; student goals
 Defining success as a physicianDefining success as a physician
 How youHow you’’ve changed since first year ve changed since first year -- large group discussionlarge group discussion
 Appreciative inquiry: stories that make you proud to be a doctorAppreciative inquiry: stories that make you proud to be a doctor –– minimini--

presentationpresentation

 SESSION 2: APPRECIATIVE INQUIRYSESSION 2: APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY
 Small group exercise: story generationSmall group exercise: story generation
 Large group sharing: nominated stories presented by group memberLarge group sharing: nominated stories presented by group member
 Presentation on Kiersey/MeyerPresentation on Kiersey/Meyer--Briggs Temperament Typology: miniBriggs Temperament Typology: mini--

lecturelecture
Home Assignment [Handout]: Complete the Montgomery InventoryHome Assignment [Handout]: Complete the Montgomery Inventory

 SESSION 3: GETTING TO KNOW YOURSELF AND OTHERSSESSION 3: GETTING TO KNOW YOURSELF AND OTHERS
 Discussion of inventory results Discussion of inventory results -- large group discussionlarge group discussion
 Develop brief roleDevelop brief role--plays that magnify your own temperaments and show plays that magnify your own temperaments and show 

how they interact (may be humorous!)how they interact (may be humorous!)
 Presentation and discussion of rolePresentation and discussion of role--playsplays



Deep IntrospectionDeep Introspection
 SESSION 4: WORKING WITH DIFFICULT EMOTIONS/KEEPING AN SESSION 4: WORKING WITH DIFFICULT EMOTIONS/KEEPING AN 

EMOTIONAL CENTEREMOTIONAL CENTER
 MiniMini--presentation presentation –– managing fear, anger, shame; developing managing fear, anger, shame; developing 

steadiness/tendernesssteadiness/tenderness
 Small group discussionsSmall group discussions
Required Assignment #1: Write about a personal encounter with loRequired Assignment #1: Write about a personal encounter with loss ss 

and grief and grief 

SESSION 5: LOSS, GRIEF, AND HEALINGSESSION 5: LOSS, GRIEF, AND HEALING
 MiniMini--presentationpresentation
 Small group discussionsSmall group discussions
Home Assignment [Handout]: Complete compassion fatigue/burnHome Assignment [Handout]: Complete compassion fatigue/burn--out out 

scalesscales

 SESSION 6:SELFSESSION 6:SELF--CARE: AVOIDING COMPASSION FATIGUE/BURNCARE: AVOIDING COMPASSION FATIGUE/BURN--OUTOUT
 MiniMini--presentation presentation -- large grouplarge group
 SelfSelf--care strategies care strategies –– small groupssmall groups
 Large group sharingLarge group sharing



Example: Loss and GriefExample: Loss and Grief
Internal medicine was the first rotation of my 3Internal medicine was the first rotation of my 3rdrd year. Up until then, most of my year. Up until then, most of my 
clinical encounters had been with standardized patientsclinical encounters had been with standardized patients…… I remember that I remember that 
rotation to be extremely difficult, physically and emotionally. rotation to be extremely difficult, physically and emotionally. Moreover, I had to Moreover, I had to 
see very sick patients. Soon enough, though, my colleague Jack asee very sick patients. Soon enough, though, my colleague Jack and I found nd I found 
ways to cheer each other up. We used to make up a bunch of insidways to cheer each other up. We used to make up a bunch of inside jokes e jokes 
about our patientsabout our patients…… One of his patients, with a diagnosis of cirrhosis and One of his patients, with a diagnosis of cirrhosis and 
hepatic encephalopathy, was our favorite. Every time we would gohepatic encephalopathy, was our favorite. Every time we would go into his into his 
room, we found something amusing, either in the patientroom, we found something amusing, either in the patient’’s seldom speech, s seldom speech, 
gestures, or just something in his room. Since I was not directlgestures, or just something in his room. Since I was not directly caring for this y caring for this 
patientpatient…… I knew him as the I knew him as the ““encephalopathy guy who says funny stuff once in encephalopathy guy who says funny stuff once in 
a while.a while.”” A month passed, and we moved to a different rotation. One day JA month passed, and we moved to a different rotation. One day Jack ack 
and I remembered some of our inside jokes and decided to look upand I remembered some of our inside jokes and decided to look up
““encephalopathy guyencephalopathy guy”” and see how he was dong. Jack opened his file and and see how he was dong. Jack opened his file and 
found his former patient to be deceased. I did not even considerfound his former patient to be deceased. I did not even consider myself myself 
““attachedattached”” to this patient and still felt horrible. A to this patient and still felt horrible. A ““realreal”” patient was dead. I patient was dead. I 
started having flashbacks of his face and his room and felt guilstarted having flashbacks of his face and his room and felt guilty that I just ty that I just 
knew him as the knew him as the ““encephalopathy guyencephalopathy guy”” and that my colleague and I would and that my colleague and I would 
make occasional jokes about something make occasional jokes about something ““funnyfunny”” that happened in his room. that happened in his room. 
Most importantly, I had almost forgotten about him just like howMost importantly, I had almost forgotten about him just like how I would forget I would forget 
about a standardized patient. I did not know whether all these fabout a standardized patient. I did not know whether all these feelings were eelings were 
okay or not; whether it was okay for me to forget about a patienokay or not; whether it was okay for me to forget about a patient and t and ““move move 
onon”” or to use humor in an adverse situation.or to use humor in an adverse situation.



Application: Self in Relation to OthersApplication: Self in Relation to Others

 SESSION 7: DEVELOPING EMPATHY; SESSION 7: DEVELOPING EMPATHY; THE EMOTIONAL THE EMOTIONAL 
DETACHMENT/EMOTIONAL INVOLVEMENT RELATIONALCONTINUUMDETACHMENT/EMOTIONAL INVOLVEMENT RELATIONALCONTINUUM
 Definition of empathy Definition of empathy –– large grouplarge group
 Barriers to empathy; appropriate emotional connection Barriers to empathy; appropriate emotional connection –– small groupsmall group

 SESSION 8: CULTIVATING POSITIVE ATTITUDES: SESSION 8: CULTIVATING POSITIVE ATTITUDES: KINDNESS, KINDNESS, 
COMPASSION, ALTRUISMCOMPASSION, ALTRUISM
 MiniMini--presentation: practicespresentation: practices
 Small groups: strategy generationSmall groups: strategy generation
 Large group sharingLarge group sharing
Required Assignment #2: Write a paragraph or two reflecting Required Assignment #2: Write a paragraph or two reflecting 

on how you personally encourage yourself in attitudes of on how you personally encourage yourself in attitudes of 
kindness, patience, caring, humility, especially when you kindness, patience, caring, humility, especially when you 
may be feeling the opposite.may be feeling the opposite.

 SESSION 9: UNCERTAINTY, COMPLEXITY, AND MEDICAL SESSION 9: UNCERTAINTY, COMPLEXITY, AND MEDICAL 
MISTAKESMISTAKES
 MiniMini--presentation presentation –– common errors in medical thinking common errors in medical thinking 

(cognitive/emotional patterns and their consequences)(cognitive/emotional patterns and their consequences)
 Small group discussion Small group discussion –– self and other forgivenessself and other forgiveness



Example: Cultivating Positive Example: Cultivating Positive 
AttitudesAttitudes

To encourage myself in attitudes of kindness, patience, caring, To encourage myself in attitudes of kindness, patience, caring, and and 
humility, usually the first thing I do is to empathize and put mhumility, usually the first thing I do is to empathize and put myself in yself in 
the patientthe patient’’s position. I imagine how I would feel if I was sick, in pain, s position. I imagine how I would feel if I was sick, in pain, 
alone in the hospitalalone in the hospital…… If I were in his or her situation, I know how nice If I were in his or her situation, I know how nice 
and helpful it would be if the physician or medical student was and helpful it would be if the physician or medical student was 
friendly, cheerful, honest, and caring. If I think of a person wfriendly, cheerful, honest, and caring. If I think of a person who is ho is 
mean, impatient, arrogant, or condescending taking care of a patmean, impatient, arrogant, or condescending taking care of a patient, ient, 
it helps me to be the opposite because I think of how unhappy thit helps me to be the opposite because I think of how unhappy that at 
would make the patient and how nonwould make the patient and how non--therapeutic that would be. I also therapeutic that would be. I also 
think of the possibility of the patient being someone I love, suthink of the possibility of the patient being someone I love, such as a ch as a 
family member or friend, which encourages more positive attitudefamily member or friend, which encourages more positive attitudes s 
toward patientstoward patients’’ and families as well.and families as well.

Usually, when I become impatient with being in the hospital or wUsually, when I become impatient with being in the hospital or working orking 
with different staff members, I think of my parents. I think of with different staff members, I think of my parents. I think of how how 
spoiled I am complaining about waking up before the sun rises orspoiled I am complaining about waking up before the sun rises or
spending more than 12 hours in the hospital because my parents uspending more than 12 hours in the hospital because my parents used sed 
to do the same at my dadto do the same at my dad’’s donut shop when I was growing up, s donut shop when I was growing up, 
without the enormous reward that medicine provides. Thinking of without the enormous reward that medicine provides. Thinking of my my 
parents, who are immigrants, helps me be more caring and patientparents, who are immigrants, helps me be more caring and patient
toward patients who dontoward patients who don’’t understand everything the doctor is saying t understand everything the doctor is saying 
because of either language, cultural, or educational barriers.because of either language, cultural, or educational barriers.



Application: Relationships w/Others within Application: Relationships w/Others within 
Larger SystemsLarger Systems

 SESSION 10: SESSION 10: ““DIFFICULTDIFFICULT”” DOCTORDOCTOR--PATIENT INTERACTIONSPATIENT INTERACTIONS
 MiniMini--presentation: problempresentation: problem--solving skills; active and acceptingsolving skills; active and accepting
 Small group discussion: additional problemSmall group discussion: additional problem--solvingsolving
 Large group sharingLarge group sharing
Required Assignment #3: Describe in narrative or creative form oRequired Assignment #3: Describe in narrative or creative form one ne 

particularly troubling incident with a resident, attending, stafparticularly troubling incident with a resident, attending, staff, f, 
patient, family member; and how you might handle it differentlypatient, family member; and how you might handle it differently

 SESSION 11: PROBLEMSESSION 11: PROBLEM--SOLVING DIFFICULT INTERACTIONSSOLVING DIFFICULT INTERACTIONS
 Larger relational contexts (society, institution, culture etc.)Larger relational contexts (society, institution, culture etc.)
 Clinical presentations, roleClinical presentations, role--playsplays

•• Difficulties with attendings, residentsDifficulties with attendings, residents
•• Morally disturbing incidentsMorally disturbing incidents
•• Difficulties with patients, family membersDifficulties with patients, family members

 Brainstorming alternative approachesBrainstorming alternative approaches

 SESSION 12: STUDENT PROBLEMSESSION 12: STUDENT PROBLEM--SOLVING DIFFICULT SITUATIONS SOLVING DIFFICULT SITUATIONS 
–– SMALLGROUPSSMALLGROUPS



Example: Difficult EncounterExample: Difficult Encounter
Our new patient was a young woman who had a broken intravenous hOur new patient was a young woman who had a broken intravenous heroin needle eroin needle 

in her arm. In the ER, a surgery resident had tried unsuccessfulin her arm. In the ER, a surgery resident had tried unsuccessfully to dig the ly to dig the 
needle fragment out, and had signed off saying it might just staneedle fragment out, and had signed off saying it might just stay indefinitely. y indefinitely. 

We stood around her bed: I , my classmate, three residents, and We stood around her bed: I , my classmate, three residents, and my porcelainmy porcelain--
faced attending. We told her the news. The patient began to wailfaced attending. We told her the news. The patient began to wail, , ““How can you How can you 
not take it out?not take it out?”” Our attending turned to us, and with a grainy voice said, Our attending turned to us, and with a grainy voice said, ““She She 
needs a psychiatry consult.needs a psychiatry consult.”” The patient, her eyes welling up with tears, The patient, her eyes welling up with tears, 
exclaimed, exclaimed, ““II’’m not crazy! I just want the needle out, and Im not crazy! I just want the needle out, and I’’m frustrated you m frustrated you 
cancan’’t get it out. Arent get it out. Aren’’t you doctors?t you doctors?””

Our attending turned to us. Our attending turned to us. ““LetLet’’s get an interventional radiology consult, a plastic s get an interventional radiology consult, a plastic 
surgery consult, and a dermatology consult. And make sure we getsurgery consult, and a dermatology consult. And make sure we get that that 
psychiatry consult.psychiatry consult.””

We quickly whisked out of the room as if escaping a flood. I pipWe quickly whisked out of the room as if escaping a flood. I piped up, ed up, ““But I donBut I don’’t t 
think she needs a psychiatry consult. Shethink she needs a psychiatry consult. She’’s obviously upset because we s obviously upset because we 
havenhaven’’t been able to provide the care that she expected. Itt been able to provide the care that she expected. It’’s very s very 
understandable that she would be crying.understandable that she would be crying.””

We stepped into the elevator and the doors slid shut on us. I feWe stepped into the elevator and the doors slid shut on us. I felt the monolt the mono--
pressurepressure--volume steeliness of my volume steeliness of my attendingattending’’ss resolve: resolve: ““SheShe’’s a heroin addict. s a heroin addict. 
She needs a psychiatry consult.She needs a psychiatry consult.””



Example: cont.Example: cont.
My classmate and I went back to the patientMy classmate and I went back to the patient’’s room later that afternoon and s room later that afternoon and 

apologized for our teamapologized for our team’’s callous behavior. She appreciated our concern, and s callous behavior. She appreciated our concern, and 
disclosed that she had become addicted to pain medications prescdisclosed that she had become addicted to pain medications prescribed by her ribed by her 
doctors for ulcerative colitis, and then moved on to IV heroin.doctors for ulcerative colitis, and then moved on to IV heroin.

We did not end up getting all those consults. The patient left aWe did not end up getting all those consults. The patient left against medical gainst medical 
advice and sought care at another hospital.advice and sought care at another hospital.

This incident was particularly troubling to me because an attendThis incident was particularly troubling to me because an attending whom I was ing whom I was 
supposed to look up to and learn from displayed an incredibly pasupposed to look up to and learn from displayed an incredibly paucity of ucity of 
emotion, empathy, as well as aggression toward a defenseless patemotion, empathy, as well as aggression toward a defenseless patient. I feel ient. I feel 
my classmate and I acted appropriately on the patientmy classmate and I acted appropriately on the patient’’s behalf, although we s behalf, although we 
may have overstepped some bounds of hierarchy.may have overstepped some bounds of hierarchy.



Integration/SummaryIntegration/Summary
 SESSION 13: APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY REVISITED SESSION 13: APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY REVISITED –– SMALL SMALL 

GROUPSGROUPS

 SESSION 14: PRESENTATION OF FINAL PROJECTS (GROUP I)   SESSION 14: PRESENTATION OF FINAL PROJECTS (GROUP I)   

 SESSION 15:SESSION 15: PRESENTATION OF FINAL PROJECTS (GROUP II)  PRESENTATION OF FINAL PROJECTS (GROUP II)  

 SESSION 16:SESSION 16: PRESENTATION OF FINAL PROJECTS (GROUP III) PRESENTATION OF FINAL PROJECTS (GROUP III) 
•• Course debriefingCourse debriefing
•• Class discussion on suggested ways to improve courseClass discussion on suggested ways to improve course



Example of Two MiniExample of Two Mini--
Lectures + ExercisesLectures + Exercises

I. Find Your Emotional I. Find Your Emotional 
EquilibriumEquilibrium



Emotional equilibriumEmotional equilibrium

 AequanimitasAequanimitas –– Sir William OslerSir William Osler
 ““In the physician or surgeon, no quality takes rank In the physician or surgeon, no quality takes rank 

with imperturbabilitywith imperturbability……coolness and presence of coolness and presence of 
mind, calmness amid storm, clearness of judgment mind, calmness amid storm, clearness of judgment 
in moments of grave perilin moments of grave peril…”…”

 ““The physician needs a clear head and a kind heart; The physician needs a clear head and a kind heart; 
his work is arduous and complex, requiring the his work is arduous and complex, requiring the 
exercise of the very highest faculties of the mind, exercise of the very highest faculties of the mind, 
while constantly appealing to the emotions and finer while constantly appealing to the emotions and finer 
feelings.feelings.””



Emotional Connection Emotional Connection 
ContinuumContinuum

Where do you fall?Where do you fall?

Where would you Where would you likelike to fall?to fall?

Emotional 
Disconnection

Emotional 
Overinvolvement

1        2        3        4         5        6        7        8        9        10

Emotional
Center



CenteringCentering

 Found in both Christian and Buddhist Found in both Christian and Buddhist 
contemplative traditionscontemplative traditions

 Can have a secular basis as wellCan have a secular basis as well
 GroundednessGroundedness
 Presence/mindfulnessPresence/mindfulness
 CalmnessCalmness

 Not detachedNot detached
 Loving, caring, compassionateLoving, caring, compassionate



Coming back to CenterComing back to Center

 Pause: DonPause: Don’’t just do something t just do something –– stand therestand there
 Take a breathTake a breath
 Say a prayer, quote a wisdom sayingSay a prayer, quote a wisdom saying
 Be curious, not furious Be curious, not furious 

 devastated, panicked, helpless etc.devastated, panicked, helpless etc.
 Soften your heartSoften your heart
 Broaden your perspectiveBroaden your perspective

 When you look back from the perspective of When you look back from the perspective of 
tomorrow, what do you need to do to feel good tomorrow, what do you need to do to feel good 
about how you acted today?about how you acted today?



Coming back to CenterComing back to Center
 You are aware of your emotions BUTYou are aware of your emotions BUT……
 You are not driven by your emotionsYou are not driven by your emotions
 Your emotions occur within a larger context of Your emotions occur within a larger context of 

doing good for the other (your patient) and for doing good for the other (your patient) and for 
yourselfyourself

 However you actHowever you act
 With firmnessWith firmness
 With gentlenessWith gentleness
 Some combination of the twoSome combination of the two

 You have found a still, trustworthy centerYou have found a still, trustworthy center



II. Cultivating Positive II. Cultivating Positive 
Emotions/Attitudes in Patient CareEmotions/Attitudes in Patient Care

 PATIENCEPATIENCE
 GENTLENESSGENTLENESS
 ATTENTIVENESSATTENTIVENESS
 RESPECTRESPECT
 NONABANDONMENTNONABANDONMENT
 SERVICESERVICE
 PERSEVERANCEPERSEVERANCE
 STILLNESSSTILLNESS
 STEADFASTNESSSTEADFASTNESS
 QUIETNESSQUIETNESS
 CALMNESSCALMNESS
 PRESENCEPRESENCE
 FIDELITYFIDELITY
 DEVOTIONDEVOTION
 TRUSTWORTHINESSTRUSTWORTHINESS
 PERSISTENCEPERSISTENCE

 COURAGECOURAGE
 KINDNESSKINDNESS
 STRENGTHSTRENGTH
 COMPASSIONCOMPASSION
 HUMILITYHUMILITY
 CURIOSITYCURIOSITY
 TENDERNESSTENDERNESS
 TOLERANCETOLERANCE
 STEADINESSSTEADINESS
 CENTEREDNESSCENTEREDNESS
 TENACITYTENACITY
 CARINGCARING
 EMPATHYEMPATHY
 GENEROSITYGENEROSITY
 MINDFULNESSMINDFULNESS

Some positive emotions/attitudes we need Some positive emotions/attitudes we need 
with patients/colleagues/family/friendswith patients/colleagues/family/friends

(student(student--generated list)generated list)



Cultivating Positive Cultivating Positive 
Emotions/AttitudesEmotions/Attitudes

 Rachel Naomi Rachel Naomi RemenRemen, M.D.: , M.D.: 
 “…“…blessing life is about filling blessing life is about filling 
yourself up so that your blessings yourself up so that your blessings 
overflow onto othersoverflow onto others..””
(My Grandfather(My Grandfather’’s Blessings, 2000)s Blessings, 2000)

 Compassion and caring should Compassion and caring should 
come from a brimming reservoir come from a brimming reservoir 
of joy and love, rather than scraping of joy and love, rather than scraping 
the bottom of our barrels to find thethe bottom of our barrels to find the
last remnants of these qualitieslast remnants of these qualities



ExerciseExercise

 Choose one of the qualities in the previous Choose one of the qualities in the previous 
slideslide

 Take a few minutes to reflect on and then Take a few minutes to reflect on and then 
write down how you encourage the write down how you encourage the 
presence of that quality in your presence of that quality in your 
professional lifeprofessional life

 Provide an example if possibleProvide an example if possible



Some strategies for cultivating Some strategies for cultivating 
positive emotions/attitudespositive emotions/attitudes

 Awareness of negative Awareness of negative ““leakageleakage””
 Accept your emotions without shame or Accept your emotions without shame or 

blameblame
 Interrupt the patternInterrupt the pattern
 Decide how youDecide how you’’d like to be feelingd like to be feeling

 Practice gratitudePractice gratitude
 Find something to appreciate in the Find something to appreciate in the 

situation/in the patient or other personsituation/in the patient or other person
 Keep a gratitude journalKeep a gratitude journal



Cultivating positive Cultivating positive 
emotions/attitudesemotions/attitudes

 Adopt the otherAdopt the other’’s perspectives perspective
 Remember the other is someoneRemember the other is someone’’s mother, father, s mother, father, 

sister, brothersister, brother
 Change the story you tell about the other Change the story you tell about the other 
 Practice commonalitiesPractice commonalities

 Look for what you share in common with the other, rather Look for what you share in common with the other, rather 
than what divides youthan what divides you

 Respect differenceRespect difference
 Learn to be comfortable with differences: in values, Learn to be comfortable with differences: in values, 

behavior, prioritiesbehavior, priorities
 Try to see the divine in everyone you meetTry to see the divine in everyone you meet
 MiniMini--mettametta ((lovingkindnesslovingkindness) meditation) meditation



Cultivating positive Cultivating positive 
emotions/attitudesemotions/attitudes

 Remember something that makes you Remember something that makes you 
happyhappy

 Cue your core valuesCue your core values
 What would my roleWhat would my role--model do in this model do in this 

situation?situation?
 Contemplate something in natureContemplate something in nature
 Go to newborn nurseryGo to newborn nursery
 Take care of yourselfTake care of yourself



Outcomes and Outcomes and 
Evaluation:Evaluation:
What weWhat we’’ve learnedve learned



Personal ProjectsPersonal Projects
 SelfSelf--Change ProjectsChange Projects

 2005 2005 -- 12; 2006 12; 2006 –– 3; 2007 3; 2007 -- 3; 3; 
2008  2008  –– 2; 2009 2; 2009 -- 66

 Representative topicsRepresentative topics
 Increasing patience; reducing Increasing patience; reducing 

interruptionsinterruptions
 Decreasing negative judgmentDecreasing negative judgment
 Increasing respectIncreasing respect
 Fulfilling Fulfilling ““promisespromises”” to ptsto pts
 Decrease distancing humorDecrease distancing humor
 Improving Improving 

listening/communicationlistening/communication
 Cultivating presenceCultivating presence
 Increasing empathy toward ptsIncreasing empathy toward pts
 Demonstrating caring toward ptsDemonstrating caring toward pts
 Improving team atmosphereImproving team atmosphere
 Personalizing work environment Personalizing work environment 

Speaking up on wardsSpeaking up on wards
 Being less tense, more confident, Being less tense, more confident, 

more positivemore positive
 SelfSelf--care, stress reduction, care, stress reduction, 

balance between balance between 
personal/professionalpersonal/professional

 Being a happier personBeing a happier person
 Smiling moreSmiling more

 Creative ProjectsCreative Projects
 2005 2005 --11; 2006 11; 2006 --15; 2007 15; 2007 -- 23; 23; 

2008 2008 -- 27; 2009  27; 2009  -- 1414
 Essays, poems, collages, skits, art, Essays, poems, collages, skits, art, 

memory boxes, songs, memory boxes, songs, 
photographs, multimedia slide photographs, multimedia slide 
showsshows
 Personal/professional Personal/professional 

transformation/odysseytransformation/odyssey
 Reflection on loss/growth: selfReflection on loss/growth: self--

assessmentassessment
 Recommitment to personal Recommitment to personal 

valuesvalues
 SelfSelf--care care –– balancing family balancing family 

and careerand career
 Tributes to familyTributes to family
 Resolutions for future practiceResolutions for future practice
 Eulogies to ptsEulogies to pts
 Communication issuesCommunication issues
 Importance of emotional Importance of emotional 

connection w/ptsconnection w/pts



Example of Personal ProjectExample of Personal Project
(Excerpt from personal essay)

Shock and Awe

When I look back, I  first remember my shock. From day one  we began 
deconstructing the  human being… learning in anatomy every muscle, 
nerve, artery by name… learning the biochemical pathways and each 
step name by name… we deconstructed the body down to the last 
molecule.  

What I find so special wasn’t in those first two years of intense and 
interesting  deconstruction, but has rather been in the re-
construction… as if we have built now a soul into that hollowed-out 
shell of knowledge we created. What I know is that those bodies that I 
thought I understood down to the very last molecule have been 
completely transformed yet again, to fuller, vibrant beings – full of 
intensities beyond their disease. I look back at my four years in awe…
of all I  have learned and the ways it has changed my view of the world 
in which we live and the people who inhabit that world and are my 
patients



Example of Faculty CommentsExample of Faculty Comments
 Dear KDear K

Your project showed a lot of creativity and imagination. I Your project showed a lot of creativity and imagination. I 
appreciated your essay as well. All I can say is, I like your appreciated your essay as well. All I can say is, I like your 
version of shock and awe a lot better than the original! I lovedversion of shock and awe a lot better than the original! I loved
your metaphor of deconstruction/reconstruction. That gets it your metaphor of deconstruction/reconstruction. That gets it 
exactly right, I think. The sad thing is when the student isnexactly right, I think. The sad thing is when the student isn’’t able t able 
to put all the pieces back together in a humane, holistic fashioto put all the pieces back together in a humane, holistic fashion.  n.  
But youBut you’’ve obviously been able to reassemble things beautifully ve obviously been able to reassemble things beautifully 
in a way that puts the patientin a way that puts the patient’’s humanity, the soul of the patient, s humanity, the soul of the patient, 
exactly where it should be exactly where it should be –– at the core and center. In particular, at the core and center. In particular, 
I valued your realization that everything is interconnected I valued your realization that everything is interconnected –– that that 
everything, including the patient and the physician, acts upon teverything, including the patient and the physician, acts upon the he 
body body –– and the soul and the soul –– of the person for good or ill. It is inspiring  of the person for good or ill. It is inspiring  
to see how fully and compassionately you have integrated the to see how fully and compassionately you have integrated the 
totality of your learning on so many levels for the last four yetotality of your learning on so many levels for the last four years. ars. 
I am confident your learning will continue, through residency anI am confident your learning will continue, through residency and d 
over your lifetime.  over your lifetime.  



AoDAoD Course EvaluationCourse Evaluation

 1. 1. This courseThis course: : 
 Increased my empathy for patients, family members, and physicianIncreased my empathy for patients, family members, and physicianss
 b. . Improved my selfb. . Improved my self--understandingunderstanding
 c. Provided me with specific selfc. Provided me with specific self--reflective practices to enhance my reflective practices to enhance my 

understanding of self and others understanding of self and others 
 d.. Allowed me to explore and work with difficult personal feelid.. Allowed me to explore and work with difficult personal feelings ngs 

evoked by problematic patient/resident/attending encountersevoked by problematic patient/resident/attending encounters
 e. Increased my ability to maintain emotional equilibrium when e. Increased my ability to maintain emotional equilibrium when 

confronted with stressful or demanding patient care situations.confronted with stressful or demanding patient care situations.
 f. Helped me examine and better deal with issues of loss and grif. Helped me examine and better deal with issues of loss and grief.ef.
 g. Provided specific skills for avoiding compassion fatigue and g. Provided specific skills for avoiding compassion fatigue and burnburn--

out.out.
 h. Helped me learn how to maintain positive attitudes of compassh. Helped me learn how to maintain positive attitudes of compassion ion 

and caring toward patients, patientsand caring toward patients, patients’’ family members, peers, and family members, peers, and 
self self 



AoDAoD Course Evaluation cont.Course Evaluation cont.
 i. Helped me to come to terms with limitations and mistakes in i. Helped me to come to terms with limitations and mistakes in 

medicinemedicine
 j. Enabled me to better accept uncertainty and complexity in medj. Enabled me to better accept uncertainty and complexity in medical ical 

practice.   practice.   
 k. Helped me learn how to more effectively problemk. Helped me learn how to more effectively problem--solve difficult solve difficult 

clinical and professional encounters clinical and professional encounters 
 l. Made me feel more appreciative and grateful for the opportunil. Made me feel more appreciative and grateful for the opportunity to ty to 

practice medicine practice medicine 
 m. Was wellm. Was well--organizedorganized
 n. Presented new knowledge and skills n. Presented new knowledge and skills 

 2. 2. Reading materials Reading materials 
 a. Quality of reading materials a. Quality of reading materials 
 b.   Quantity of reading materialsb.   Quantity of reading materials



AoDAoD Course Evaluation cont.Course Evaluation cont.
 3.3.Course InstructorsCourse Instructors::

 a. Were wella. Were well--prepared for each session prepared for each session 
 b. Were insightful and stimulating b. Were insightful and stimulating 
 c. Were knowledgeable about subject matterc. Were knowledgeable about subject matter
 d. Appeared interested in my development as a physiciand. Appeared interested in my development as a physician
 e. Exhibited a sincere desire to help students learn e. Exhibited a sincere desire to help students learn 
 f. Were responsive to student questions f. Were responsive to student questions 
 g. Encouraged student participation and discussion g. Encouraged student participation and discussion 
 h. Encouraged critical thinking h. Encouraged critical thinking 

 4. I would be interested in taking a similar course in the futur4. I would be interested in taking a similar course in the future e 
 5. I would recommend this course to other medical students5. I would recommend this course to other medical students



5 Year Course Evaluation5 Year Course Evaluation

1
2

3
4

5

year
one

year
two

year
three

year
four

year
five

Course
Reading
Faculty
Overall



Positive Narrative Comments Positive Narrative Comments 

 ““This was a very unique class. It served as a perfect This was a very unique class. It served as a perfect 
break from the normal training, it is a wonderful time of break from the normal training, it is a wonderful time of 
reflection. I enjoyed the opportunity to look back over the reflection. I enjoyed the opportunity to look back over the 
past four years, and assess if I have lost certain aspects past four years, and assess if I have lost certain aspects 
of my humanism during this training. It allowed me to of my humanism during this training. It allowed me to 
realize what areas I am prone to change in, and how to realize what areas I am prone to change in, and how to 
avoid them. This class has definitely helped to prepare avoid them. This class has definitely helped to prepare 
me to be a wellme to be a well--rounded, humanistic physician.rounded, humanistic physician.””

 This course should be required or at least strongly This course should be required or at least strongly 
encouraged because all of us benefited greatly.encouraged because all of us benefited greatly.

 This was such a refreshing and enlightening course.This was such a refreshing and enlightening course.
 I have had difficulties in dealing with colleagues/peers. I have had difficulties in dealing with colleagues/peers. 

This course has through its processes helped me This course has through its processes helped me 
mediate these differences better mediate these differences better 



Positive Narrative CommentsPositive Narrative Comments
 Overall a fantastic course that has allowed me to integrate myseOverall a fantastic course that has allowed me to integrate myself and my lf and my 

individual components into a whole, wellindividual components into a whole, well--rounded physician. rounded physician. 
 Wonderful class and experience I will remember for the rest of mWonderful class and experience I will remember for the rest of my career.y career.
 I am so glad that I was able to attend this course. I know that I am so glad that I was able to attend this course. I know that the things I learned the things I learned 

will serve me well in my future career and in life in general.will serve me well in my future career and in life in general.
 This was one of my favorite experiences at UCI. The way the courThis was one of my favorite experiences at UCI. The way the course was se was 

designed to encourage selfdesigned to encourage self--exploration after going through med school was exploration after going through med school was 
unbelievably helpful. I feel that every medical student would beunbelievably helpful. I feel that every medical student would benefit from this nefit from this 
course. We felt 100% comfortable sharing our true feelings/fearscourse. We felt 100% comfortable sharing our true feelings/fears in a way we in a way we 
have never been able to in the past. Just being able to expose ohave never been able to in the past. Just being able to expose ourselves and urselves and 
realize that others were having similar issues and still be supprealize that others were having similar issues and still be supported by faculty orted by faculty 
was amazing! Thank you so much for teaching me so much about myswas amazing! Thank you so much for teaching me so much about myself, my elf, my 
peers, the world of medicine, how to be a better person!peers, the world of medicine, how to be a better person!

 A wonderful course that comes at just the right time in medical A wonderful course that comes at just the right time in medical education education –– it it 
really helped me reflect on the experiences that I have had and really helped me reflect on the experiences that I have had and to truly to truly 
understand how to integrate the different parts of myself into munderstand how to integrate the different parts of myself into my practice as a y practice as a 
physician. I felt like a lot of effort was put into helping us gphysician. I felt like a lot of effort was put into helping us grow and learn within row and learn within 
the class and from each otherthe class and from each other’’s experiences and ideas. I think all students should s experiences and ideas. I think all students should 
be required to take this class.be required to take this class.



Negative Narrative CommentsNegative Narrative Comments

 ““I felt that I felt that AoDAoD dwelled on bad experiences too dwelled on bad experiences too 
much and did not encourage us to think of much and did not encourage us to think of 
positive patient encounters. I also felt there were positive patient encounters. I also felt there were 
too many colleagues in the class to truly express too many colleagues in the class to truly express 
my feelings/thoughts, yet still be in a somewhat my feelings/thoughts, yet still be in a somewhat 
professional setting.professional setting.””

 ““Would be helpful to have more student Would be helpful to have more student 
discussion than lecturediscussion than lecture”” ““II’’d say more student d say more student 
participation!participation!”” (2006, 2007, 2009)(2006, 2007, 2009)



Future DirectionsFuture Directions

More small group workMore small group work
More student leadershipMore student leadership
 Intersperse personal projects Intersperse personal projects 

throughout the curriculumthroughout the curriculum
More involvement of physician facultyMore involvement of physician faculty
 Required vs. elective?Required vs. elective?
 Institutional culture of caringInstitutional culture of caring


